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Month Book Chapter/Lesson title Topics Activity Learning Outcome

APRIL New Pathways 1.Meet My Family  
talk about their 
family.

1.recognise the family members                    
2.inculcate the value of family relationship.

APRIL New Pathways
Show and tell- Stick Family 
photograph in N.B

Show and tell- 
Stick Family 
photograph in 
N.B

2.inculcate the value of family relationship.

APRIL New Pathways Naming words recognise the naming words by listening.

JUNE New Pathways  2.Off to school
1.develop the value greeting each other in 
school                           2.read the text with 
correct pronunciation

JUNE New Pathways
List any three things which you 
do on your own and where you 
need help.

List any three 
things which 
you do on your 
own and where 
you need help.

develop the value of being self- reliant.

JUNE New Pathways One and more than one use singular plural words.

JULY New Pathways Wake up time- poem
perform the actions mentioned in the song 
and sing along with the song

JULY New Pathways 3.Making new friends
1.Inculcate the value of caring for the plants 
and animals. 

JULY New Pathways
Draw and describe one thing 
that can be your friend in 
nature .    

Draw and 
describe one 
thing that can 
be your friend 
in nature .    

describe one animal or a bird as a friend.

JULY New Pathways Action words Apply the concept of action words correctly

JULY New Pathways
Listen carefully and circle the 
picture pg no.43

listen for the specific information

AUGUST New Pathways 4. Lets have lunch
discuss table 
manners in the 
classroom

1.Inculcate the value of practicing good table 
manners.                                                               
2.discuss table manners in the classroom

AUGUST New Pathways Circle the correct word pg no.50 differentiate between similar sounding words

AUGUST New Pathways A, An use articles a, an in the sentence



AUGUST New Pathways The Shell - poem
1.Identify the rhyming words.                           
2.identify the different things found on the 
beach.

AUGUST New Pathways Speak about table manners
Speak about 
table manners

SEPTEMBER New Pathways 5.The rabbit and the turtle
1.read aloud with correct pronunciation and 
stress                                                                         
2.develop the value of making friends

SEPTEMBER New Pathways He,She, It,They
use pronouns-He, She, It, and They in the 
sentence.

SEPTEMBER New Pathways
Colour the picture, spot the 
animals and tell where they live

Colour the 
picture, spot 
the animals 
and tell where 
they live

 Identify the habitat of the animals in the 
picture

SEPTEMBER New Pathways Tell you friend what you can see 
Tell you friend 
what you can 
see 

make sentences and speak to their friends

OCTOBER New Pathways 6. Picnic in the Woods
1.read aloud with correct pronunciatrion and 
stress                                                                         
2.List the things we get from nature

OCTOBER New Pathways grammar-Describing words use describing words in the conversation.
OCTOBER New Pathways Save each drop Identify the rhyming words.

OCTOBER New Pathways
Listen and circle the correct 
describing words listen to the specific information

OCTOBER New Pathways Tell what you like 
(Game)+Phonic sounds

Tell what you 
like 
(Game)+Phonic 
sounds speak about what the like

NOVEMBER New Pathways  7.The New Watchman
1.identify the double letter words in the 
sentence   2.develop the value of taking care 
of the pet animals

NOVEMBER New Pathways
Read the lesson and circle the 
doubble letter words. identify the double letter words

NOVEMBER New Pathways Making a stick puppet play the 
character

Making a stick 
puppet play 
the character speak about the character

NOVEMBER New Pathways grammar-Simple present Use simple present words in the sentence.
DECEMBER New Pathways 8.Thank You listen for the specific information



DECEMBER New Pathways
Speak about any two person to 
whom you like to say Thank you 
and state the reason

Speak about 
any two person 
to whom you 
like to say 
Thank you and 
state the 
reason

DECEMBER New Pathways grammar-This That These Those

JANUARY New Pathways Things I do-Poem
1.narrate the story in their own words.            
2.Inculcate the value of showing gratitude to 
others. 

JANUARY New Pathways 9.Brave Debby display the gratitude towards a specific person

JANUARY New Pathways Make an animal mask and 
monoact

Make an 
animal mask 
and monoact

Use the words this, that, these, those in the 
sentence.

JANUARY New Pathways
grammar-Place words 

listen to the information and mark right or 
wrong

JANUARY New Pathways grammar-Capital letters
JANUARY New Pathways Passage related to phoneme
JANUARY New Pathways Clapping game 

JANUARY New Pathways
10.Come Let Us Play

1.develop a value of caring for a friend.                 
2.discuss indoor and outdoor games

JANUARY New Pathways
Sentences

arrange the words correctly to form a 
sentence

JANUARY New Pathways Opposite words guess the opposite words

JANUARY New Pathways
page no.108  Listen and do as 
directed 

listen to the conversation and gather specific 
information from it.

FEBRUARY New Pathways Punctuation - Full stop
FEBRUARY New Pathways  Question mark use full stop and question mark correctly.
FEBRUARY New Pathways Ice Cream Time

FEBRUARY New Pathways

Draw and colour the picture of 
your favourite ice cream

Draw and 
colour the 
picture of your 
favourite ice 
cream Identify the rhyming words.


